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Secular premarital counseling

For many modern couples, traditional forms of premarital counseling may seem outdated, detached, or simply out of reach. But before you write them, consider these 10 pre-marital counseling alternatives that you and your partner can do at home. Photo credit: iStock1. 36 Questions From The New York Times A recent modern love article by Mandy Lan Catron set the atwitter
blogosphere with the suggestion that you could fall in love with someone simply by answering a series of 36 questions. Based on a 20-year study by psychologist Arthur Aaron, Catron's paper explores the relationship between mutual vulnerability and connection - providing the perfect basis from some of your own DIY pre-family advice. The idea is to sit down with your partner (or
potential partner) for about an hour to talk through three sets of questions, maintaining eye contact at all times. They start easily (given everyone's choice in the world, who would you like as a dinner guest?) and gradually more intimate (of all the people in your family, whose death would you find most disturbing? why?). Although these questions aren't designed to replace more
traditional forms of pre-family counseling, they're a great way to deepen your relationship with your partner (and discover potential closet skeletons). Download this free app to try it yourself.2. The 5 languages of love and another great DIY resource is Gary Chapman's five love languages. This easy-to-read text helps couples identify how they like and how they should be loved in
return. Chapman's website has tons of great tools and resources, many of which are available for free download (including his personal profile in love languages, an online evaluation that will help couples determine, for example, whether they speak the language or quality time or that of receiving gifts). Just remember that Chapman's work has a Christian curve. It is also helpful to
follow his program with some serious calls to help you have some more almost minded assessments to suss out gritty nitty, like how to pay off your student loan debt or if you are both on the same page about having children. 3. Radical marriage and three-time married relationship coach David Steele certainly had his fair share of marital woes, which is perhaps why his book,
Radical Marriage: Your Relationship as Your Greatest Adventure, shared by his wife Dana, is about as practical as you can get. Don't spare the unfortunate cover and annoying pull quotes; Instead, try to implement some of Steele's suggestions, such as planning dating nights in groups of four: one designed by you, for you (focusing on the things you enjoy), one designed by you
but satisfied with your partner's interests, another designed by your partner for himself or herself, and finally another designed by your partner specifically for you. (It sounds confusing, but Steele breaks everything down into easy to follow, bite-sized The book also has many helpful exercises for registering a partner, weekly check-in, and even rating your sex life to find room for
improvement.4. Monthly countdown When you're planning a wedding, it's easy to forget the fact that, actually, you're planning a marriage. So take some time off at least once a month tasting a cake and shopping a dress to forget about your wedding and work on laying a footing for the rest of your life together. In her book The Conscious Bride's Wedding Planner (under The
Crutches how to prepare emotionally, practically and spiritually for a meaningful and joyful wedding), counselor Cheryl Paul suggests couples start commemorating their wedding date on a monthly basis before the wedding. You and your partner can use this time to reconnect as a couple, go for a walk, or just take a deep breath and get back from the wedding planning stuff. 5.
Quaker clearness For the most part, the word Quaker conjured up a picture of an old man in a funny hat on a box of oatmeal. But Quakers (also known as members of the Religious Association of Friends) did away with all the cumbersome (and often sexist) decorations of traditional church weddings long before it was fashionable to do so. This is what happens before a Quaker
wedding, however, that serves as a great model for DIY pre-nuptial counseling. Because Quakers believe that everyone is equal (and that no one, then, is closer to God than anyone else), most reject the traditional clergy. As such, couples looking to get married form their own lucidity committee to help them discern whether they are ready for marriage or not. The committees
typically consist of three to six people defecting with the couple several times in the months leading up to the wedding (schedule Skype meetings!). Friends switch and ask questions, from what has attracted the couple together to how they plan to handle their finances; However, they should refrain from judging or bidding. Although this approach includes a formal spiritual practice
among practicing Quakers, the nonjud by-judgment model can provide a great alternative for more secular couples.6 Hire a preacher if you and your partner want a religious wedding but lack the connections to make it happen, you can always hire a butler. (It might be easier than trying a worm your way back to the good graces of your childhood church after 20 years of non-
attendance.) As well as leading you through your big day, many of the guests are now offering premarital counselling as part of their overall package. This is especially true of retired priests or other religious/spiritual leaders; Most will want to get to know you as a couple, so before you sign, ask about scheduling some virtual counseling sessions ahead of your wedding. 7.
Relationship counselor if religious people are not really your tea, consider some virtual meetings with a relationship counselor instead. Many couples wait until they have problems asking for professional help or And in that time, it might be too late. Start your marriage on your right foot by discovering and dealing with any potential problems before they become too big to handle. If
funds are a concern, check out your local university. Many offer discounted rates for sessions with therapists, social workers and training consultants.8. WorkbooksAll self-help books in the world will not help you and your partner in preparing for a successful marriage unless you take the time to actually work through the prescribed exercises. Find one that works for you and your
partner, and set aside some time, ideally before you start planning your wedding, talk through your values and make sure you're both on the same page. The resources mentioned in this article are just the tip of the iceberg — some are aimed more at brides and some are more oriented toward couples — so determine what makes you and your partner comfortable: a new era
spiritually or traditionally with a trusted religious counselor?9. Letters from parents and friends A quarrying tradition that has tried and qualched is that of asking for letters of support from the parents of the couple in question. But why limit this practice to your rent when you can get your friends on the action as well? After all, if your college partner hates your fiancé, always hated
him, and will continue to do so, it would be nice to know why, and it would be nice to know now, as opposed to five years down the road. (After all, what good am I telling you if you've already divorced?) So ask your family and some close friends to write a letter of support for your marriage. If they have concerns, it will let you and your partner decide whether their concerns are
legitimate and, if so, to address them. Letters of support are particularly beneficial for marriages that will be backed by mixed families because they will give all the children involved the opportunity to make their voices heard and join the union.10 Your parents versus my parents you're marrying your partner, not his or her family, but let's face it: family drama doesn't stop just
because you finally came to an agreement on your guest list. And whether you're close to your family or not, chances are, you've subconsciously adopted many of their beliefs, attitudes and values. Move a little time with your spouse to talk through each of your parents' marriages and/or the reasons they stayed together or divorced. Be honest with your partner and yourselves: just
because your family's dynamics may seem normal to you, they're not necessarily normal for your partner. Talk through your expectations about finances, having children, raising children, and splitting household tasks. You may be surprised to learn that you and a partner have very different opinions, simply because of your education, so talk through these expectations and
assumptions before they become problematic. Chatter hey everybody! My fiancé and I have been dating for seven years. And I got engaged in June. None of us are religious, and I noticed that there seems to be a lack of non-religious prenuptial counseling options out there, especially for couples who want this DIY with books or online courses (instead of paying for face-to-face
care). Does anyone else share this issue? What are your experiences with pre-marital counseling in general? General?
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